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Islam indonesia The film is based on a True story (May be) that happened in Indonesia. According to the
Â report, the mass government led raid on the Indonesian prison triggered a massacre in which about 1,500
prisoners were killed. The media can't leave this case, the inmates did many dangerous escape to be raided.
The news media, police, relatives of inmates took care of the victim's family but were trapped in the prison.
The news media, police, relatives of inmates took care of the victim's family but were trapped in the prison.

All these people need help to escape from the prison, they were promised to get a chance to release the
brother of the escaped inmate. The police came to help, but this is the result. But the police can no longer

find the escaped brother due to the death of his brother in the raid. The officers of the police were tricked by
inmates. The police started to search but no-one survived in the prison. The police then went to the public to
look for the escaped brother but people were not really happy about this situation. The Indonesian laws are
very strict, the police can not do that if the police really try to save the victim's life. According to the story,
the prison raid lead to the death of 1,500 inmates. The police are not sure about the truth of the situation.
The police thought about saving the victim's life, but as they could not do that there is no problem. On the
other hand, the public does not want to be lied. They thought the police and the media did a bad thing. The
victims' family also thought so. The police think about protecting the life of the victim but the public do not
like the police who lie to cover the truth. The moral of this story is that lie to protect the truth. The public
wants to protect the truth of the story from deception by the police. The murder of a child as well as the

brutal killings of four adults in the Colombian city of Cauca have ignited a country-wide debate on whether to
keep the death penalty or abolish it. On March 1, at least 11 members of the radical rightwing United Self-

Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC), Colombia's feared AUC militia, entered the home of Juan Bernal
Contreras, where as many as eight people are believed to have been killed. Bernal, according to police

reports, was allegedly killed with 10 others and his wife. The c6a93da74d
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